Recasting the Understanding of Habits for Behaviour-Oriented Policies in Transportation
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Abstract: The role of habits in influencing transportation behaviour is acknowledged in many studies. However, most of these analyses draw on a narrow perspective of habits. In this paper, we adopt a reversed perspective regarding the interplay between habits and rationality. The insightfulness of this perspective is illustrated with the findings of two empirical studies on urban transportation. This paper shows that the underlying structure (i.e., the “genotype”) behind the phenotypic manifestation of a habit is essential to grasp for getting a better understanding of the role played by habits in explaining car use. The framework of habitual practices is then put forward in discussing the results. Its rationale is to provide a characterisation of the interconnected elements that make and shape the transportation practices, together with important aspects regarding how they are formed and sustained over time. Adequately picturing both constituent elements as well as dynamic aspects is crucial for explaining the strength of habitual practices and thus car dependence. In doing so, the framework of habitual practices could thus well be of help for policy-makers in reflecting on the design of efficient and innovative interventions for the transition towards more sustainable transportation behaviours.
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1. Introduction

Almost two centuries ago, Charles Darwin claimed that “(m)en are called creatures of reason, more appropriately they would be creatures of habits” [1] (p. 20, emphasis added). Resorting to habits is indeed widely recognised as a major phenomenon of social life. However, contemporary social scientists have been very reluctant to use the term “habit” [2]. Darwin’s quotation may well provide one explanation: emphasising the role of habits may seem to contradict the exercise of reason and thus of intelligence. As mentioned in [3] (p. 1), beyond a broad consensus that habits and choices affect each other, “there is dispute whether habit or choice is in the driving seat”. This difficulty of conceptualising the interplay between habit and reason, however, should not lead scientists to lose sight of the Darwinian imperative: the theoretical apparatus of any human science should be able to truly accommodate for the role played by habits. This is even more important in the field of transportation where behaviours “can get locked in by elements of practices which go far beyond a person’s ability to exercise a rational choice” (Mattioli et al., 2016, pp. 68–69).

The role of habits has been largely acknowledged within transportation studies [4–14]. However, there are many ways to theorise habitual behaviour. In her work on urban mobilities, Middleton [15] (p. 2857) recalls that there has been “a tendency to adopt reductive conceptualisations of habits whereby habit is an external force that somehow drives human behaviour”.
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In this paper, it is argued that this tendency can be mostly explained by a misleading ontological positioning regarding the articulation of habits and rationality. In contrast with traditional accounts, this paper thus starts from adopting a reversed perspective regarding the interplay between habits and rationality [16]. As explained more thoroughly elsewhere [12,13,17], this perspective is grounded on the theoretical framework of Veblenian Evolutionary Economics (VEE).

The approach to human behaviour within this framework is essentially characterised by the analytical and ontological primacy that is given to habit over choice and reason. By no means, however, does this amount to negating the role of reason. Habitual action is better viewed as the necessary foundation of rationality [18] (p. 653) and “when its relation to reflective thinking is rightly understood, it turns out to support reflection, not hinder it” [19] (p. 46). The driving rationale of this paper is to show how such a perspective leads to reconsidering the role played by habits in influencing transportation behaviours and, consequently, the many related empirical insights. This allows for a finer understanding of the dynamics at play and should thus increase the ability of policy-makers in the field to conceive more appropriate ways of modifying them.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the main aspects of the theoretical framework that founds our work. Section 3 discusses the implications of adopting a VEE perspective for analysing the issue of urban transportation through presenting the results of two empirical studies described elsewhere [12,13]. Section 4 then builds on those insights to provide a discussion centred on the notion of habitual practices. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Theoretical Background

Although no social scientist would deny the existence of habits, the acknowledged extent of their pervasiveness (and thus the place they should be warranted in analyses) is not equivalent in all perspectives on human behaviour. Ascribing too much importance to habits is perceived by many as downplaying the importance of reason. However, as already stressed in the Introduction, an ex-ante imperative for accommodating the importance of habituality without discarding the existence of human intelligence is to view the former as a sine qua non condition for the latter (as theorised by William James in 1890 in his well-known book “Principles of Psychology”). Although potentially disturbing for many, this ontological “reversal” is nonetheless essential, as will be shown in the remainder of the text.

With this core idea in mind, the conceptual framework that is mobilised in this paper for approaching transportation behaviour is that of Veblenian Evolutionary Economics (VEE). Obviously, this framework is greatly inspired by the writings of Thorstein Veblen but also is indebted to his latter readers such as Geoffrey Hodgson, Olivier Brette and Erki Kilpinen. Besides Darwinian ideas, the VEE perspective also draws on contributions from pragmatist philosophers and psychologists such as William James, John Dewey or Charles Sanders Peirce. To appropriately characterise the essence of this VEE perspective on human behaviour, it is necessary to point out two fundamental features which can be subsumed by the notions of continuity and propensity.

Following Gronow’s analysis [20] (p. 361), an essential aspect of Veblen’s view of human behaviour is that, in sharp contrast to the utilitarian approach, it consists of a succession of actions where the “motives do not precede action because they enter the scene in the middle of ongoing action processes”. Indeed, for Veblen, “the activity is itself the substantial fact of the process (. . . )” which leads him to see the human being as “a coherent structure of propensities and habits which seeks realisation and expression in an unfolding activity” [21] (pp. 390–391). This continuity of action is essential within the VEE framework as it sets the scene for the reversed perspective to rationality (as well as for the mutual interplay of habits and institutions).

The term habit is used to underline this idea of an already ongoing flow, even though a reflective view of habits could then appear as a contradiction in terms. However, it is precisely the quasi-automatic and autonomous conduct of habitual action that allows the exercise of intelligence. The rationale is that through diminishing “the conscious attention with which our acts are
performed” [22] (p. 114), a habit releases cognitive resources that can be devoted to the performance of non-habitual type of tasks.

This cognitive efficiency of habits has been acknowledged within different streams of the literature on habits. For instance, the notion of efficiency does indeed constitute one of the “four horsemen” of automaticity as explained by Bargh [23], a major source of inspiration for the work of Bas Verplanken and Wendy Wood [24], two authorities on habits within social psychology. However, the pragmatist view on this is that, through founding their perspective on the idea of continuity, habits are viewed as “positively correlated” or “even fused” with rationality [25] (p. 1). Habitual and intelligent aspects interact during the performance of action which means that humans can be seen as endowed not only with habitual intelligence but also with intelligent habits. As already mentioned, the traditional view of rationality is thus reversed as “[i]ts role is to hinder rather than further our action process” [25] (p. 2), and, therefore, “[i]t is no more action that needs to be explained, it rather is a change in action that demands an explanation” [25] (p. 4).

This distinct perspective on the interplay between habits and rationality quite naturally takes us to the second feature of VEE, the notion of propensity. From the above discussion on intelligence, habits cannot be characterised as “mere dead routines” [20] (p. 364). Rather, they contain, in their encoding of the corresponding behaviour, the material that allows for the individual to make judgement about the habits upon which he acts. This can be illustrated with the following quotation from Thorstein Veblen: “Like other species, he is a creature of habit and propensity. But in a higher degree than other species, man mentally digests the content of habits under whose guidance he acts, and appreciates the trend of these habits. He is in an eminent sense an intelligent agent” [26] (p. 188). Following the argument developed in [18] (p. 652), in VEE, habits must thus be analysed as a propensity to behave. It follows that habits are not only more than the mere repetition of past behaviour (as already emphasised in [27]) but they also are more than the actual behaviour itself (see also [28], (p. 546)). They consist of the underlying structure which, upon favourable contextual signals, triggers the corresponding behaviour. The habit continues to exist even when the habitual action is stopped. Confusing a propensity to behave with the behaviour per se amounts to conflating genotype and phenotype in biology. Metaphorically, the action performed thus constitutes the phenotypic manifestation, in a favourable context, of the genotypic propensity that is the habit.

Although we are more inclined to describe our perspective on habits, it might be useful for the readers to provide a tentative definition summarising the many elements raised in the preceding paragraphs. Borrowing notably from Hodgson [3], a habit could then be defined as an acquired (i.e., through the continuous process of human activity) propensity to implement certain modes of action and/or thought upon encountering specific situations.

Regarding the use of the term propensity, our intention is first and foremost to underline the necessity to enlarge the perspective for it to include not only the habitual action (as it is too often the case) but also its underlying structure. This is shown in Section 3.2 to be of a great importance for the issue of urban transportation. Of a particular relevance, there is the idea that contextual policies (i.e., thus only targeting the phenotypic manifestation) are most likely doomed to fail in modifying ingrained transportation habits in the long run.

Altogether, the perspective on habits as developed within VEE is radically distinct from the approach of habits as commonly understood in many analyses. For instance, the continuity hypothesis suggests that it is not useful to study human action as a succession of discrete events, each with their attached motives [20] (p. 361). Continuity does indeed imply path-dependence [29]. In opposition to what happens in a sequentially-correlated process (see, for instance, [30], (pp. 327–328)) where habits are merely the results of a past-dependent process, the outcome of a path-dependent process cannot be defined a priori. Instead, it results from the endogenous evolution within a recursive process, under the form of self-reinforcing and circular interactions between the different elements (both at the level of individuals and of wider structures) from the system in consideration (see [16] for a more detailed
discussion). This is of major importance in transportation where path-dependence and sociotechnical
lock-in processes may well explain the low effectiveness of policies in modifying practices [11,31].

As far as the role of habits in transportation is concerned, the elements raised above would lead
us to move away from considering habits as “a nuisance without which we would be better off”
given that they “might also contain some resources for the treatment of the problem” [19] (p. 47).
This would require, as a first step, an enrichment of our understanding of the precise role played by
habits. However, prior to exposing how the VEE framework can provide an insightful perspective for
understanding the dynamics at play in transportation behaviours, it is essential to emphasise that many
of the pragmatist ideas that were formulated more than a century ago are being reaffirmed currently
by different scientists who reached similar conclusions albeit through empirical means (see [19,32] for
a good overview of the revival of those ideas based on empirical studies).

More specifically, VEE ideas are quite compatible with recent developments in cognitive sciences
and related empirical evidence. Among these, there is the widely accepted work from the neurologist
Antonio Damasio [33]. His study of patients with brain damage provides empirical evidence that
there does not exist a clear division between automatic and controlled processes and that both
overlap in producing the complex range of human behaviour. This is also corroborated by studies in
neuroeconomics which claim that that “human behaviour requires a fluid interaction between controlled
and automatic processes and between cognitive and affective systems ( . . . ) since we see only the top
of the automatic iceberg, we naturally tend to exaggerate the importance of control” [34] (p. 11).

Even more importantly, Antonio Damasio also embraces the idea of action as the main driver for
the existence (and degree of use) of a mind in claiming that “(s)ome organisms have both behaviour
and cognition. Some have intelligent actions but no mind. No organism seems to have mind but no
action.” [33] (p. 90). This leads some authors in what is referred to as embodied cognitive science to add
that “only a being with habits could have a mind like ours” [35] (p. 97).

3. Results: Using the VEE Framework to Explore Habits in Urban Transportation

Ever since the study published by [36], urban transportation (and most notably the issue of urban
commuting) has been widely studied by those researchers grounding their approach on the concept of
habits (see, for instance, [4–7,9,10] and also [37] for a good introduction to the many issues raised by
this field of research). As emphasized by social psychologists, one reason explaining the important role
played by habits in influencing commuting behaviours is that many of the trips made are characterized
by both repetition and context stability. As it has been well documented in [38], such circumstances set
a favourable breeding ground for habits to develop. The main insight that is raised in this perspective
is that, once acquired in such a context, the habit becomes a strong predictor of behaviour “over
and above intentions” [7] (p. 246). Beyond suggesting that habitual behaviour is activated without
much deliberation and thought and is difficult to change, the view of habits in the realm of social
psychology is thus to consider them as a moderating factor of the relation between intention and
behaviour. Having strong habits can thus turn out to be a major obstacle to behaviour change even
when intended [39].

Although the perspective on habits developed within social psychology shows some common
aspects with VEE (see the discussion in [40]), its ontological positioning is not the same since behaviour
is still primarily caused by intentions (i.e., themselves based on expected utilities). By no means
does this lead us to simply discard the work performed within this discipline. Our aim is rather to
complement the rich amount of empirical evidence as well as to enlarge the perspective in order to
glean new type of insights.

3.1. Habit Strength and the Extent of Effort Required

A first way to do so is to adopt a fresh approach for analysing empirical evidence on habits
gathered by social psychologists and propose a complementary interpretation. In this respect, one of
the most authoritative formalisations of habit strength is the Self-Report Habit Index (SRHI) proposed
in [41] for empirical purposes (this index has been shown to be relevant and consistent in depicting habit strength in various fields such as buying on impulse, fish consumption, adolescent nutrition, active transportation, binge drinking, physical exercise, etc. [27,42–46]). This index is used to measure self-reported perceptions of habit strength for an identified behaviour. The rationale of the SHRI is to touch upon people’s meta-awareness through asking more concrete questions and breaking down the concept of habits “into components that seem easy to reflect on” [41] (p. 1325). Building in great part on the “four horsemen of automaticity” [23], these components aim to capture some characteristics of habits among which, the lack of awareness, the lack of control (i.e., changing is effortful), the increased efficiency (i.e., the fact of economizing on cognitive resources), the sense of identity and repetition (see Table 1).

The study we performed (and that is described more extensively in [13]) thus builds on this SRHI construct with the aim of complementing it with a different understanding of the precise role habits play in influencing transportation behaviours. It is a descriptive analysis of a set of data coming from an empirical survey. This survey took place alongside a small-scale intervention, whereby recent movers in two districts of Brussels (Belgium) received an informative welcome pack coupled to a conditional allocation of free public transport tickets. The design of the survey draws on earlier studies which have shown that relocation may provide a window of opportunity for a given measure to effectively induce a change of habits ([9,47–50]). This higher receptivity of recent movers towards an intervention thus constitutes a starting hypothesis for our study. This “habit discontinuity” hypothesis has been recently tested on a large sample and confirmed for a wide range of sustainable practices including a reduced car-use (see [51]).

Unsurprisingly, the results obtained within our survey confirm most of the insights already underlined in earlier analyses. For instance, the reported strength of habits is higher for commuting trips than for occasional trips (e.g., leisure, shopping, etc.), again underlining the importance of repetition and context stability. Another result is that car drivers tend to display stronger habits than users of other modes. However, this difference is only significant for occasional trips. This would tend to confirm the idea of a “once and for all” type of habit (i.e., regardless of context of use) for car drivers. Car drivers thus have a greater tendency to stick to their habitual mode in both repetitive and occasional conditions whereas users of other modes seem to display a slightly more flexible type of habit in the face of a varying context (see also the results displayed in [52] (p. 591)). Altogether, these results show (somewhat trivially) that habits do matter and that the stronger they are the stronger they matter.

As far as the intervention itself is concerned, it is also worth mentioning that it did generate its set of positive results among habitual car drivers. These results refer to a difference in the value of a given variable measured in phase 2 (i.e., about six weeks after having registered in the district) as compared to the value of the same variable in phase 1 (i.e., the day of registration). The free tickets were sent to the participants a couple of days after they had registered (see [13] for a complete description of the design of the intervention). One positive result, for instance, is that 74% of car drivers tested public transport (PT) following the provision of free tickets. In addition, the intervention triggered both a decrease in the intensity of car use and an increase in the intensity of PT use of about the same order of magnitude (i.e., a 6% variation).

However, beyond these broad results that aim at picturing the actual effectiveness of the intervention overall, it was necessary to enrich our understanding of the dynamics at play. More precisely, this required connecting the elements regarding the strength of habits and the differentiated impacts of the intervention. This is where we come back to the perspective of the present paper about the ability of the VEE framework to generate useful insights for transportation policies. Adopting a distinct perspective on habits leads to a different use of the SHRI. Its constitutive components are now viewed as “symptoms” of habits. Indeed, acknowledging the importance of the underlying structure of what is but a propensity makes it essential to analyse these “symptoms” as distinct constituents that deserve individual treatment and not only as elements that build an aggregate
index of habit strength. This is in line with the results presented in Table 1 which show that the element “repetition” is the only one that does not seem to capture, in a statistically significant sense, any more information on the characterization of habit’s strength than what is already incorporated in the generic measure.

Table 1. Values for the selected items measuring habits strength (n = 154).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question (i.e., Answers on A Scale Ranging from 1 to 10)</th>
<th>Average Value</th>
<th>Difference with Generic Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic measure: Do you think that your daily transportation behaviours are guided by habits, automatisms?</td>
<td>6.68</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 1</strong>: Using your main transportation mode to commute is a behaviour that reflects who you are?</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>significant ($p &lt; 0.001; t = 3.79$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 2</strong>: Using your main transportation mode to commute is a behaviour that is anchored in your practice (through its repetition)?</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>not significant ($p &gt; 0.1; t = 0.98$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 3</strong>: The decision to use your main transportation mode to commute is something that you make without thinking</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>significant ($p &lt; 0.005; t = 2.92$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 4</strong>: The decision to use your main transportation mode to commute is something that you make without being fully aware?</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>significant ($p &lt; 0.005; t = 3.30$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 5</strong>: Using your main transportation mode to commute is a behaviour that would be difficult to change (as it would require a lot of effort)?</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>significant ($p &lt; 0.001; t = 4.08$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [13].

One hypothesis that follows is that these “symptoms” are likely to be impacted differently and that different extents of strength for these symptoms could imply different levels of receptivity to a context-change intervention. This is confirmed by the analysis which shows that “symptoms” do matter for understanding why the intervention is effective with some participants and not with others. More specifically, what the results described in [13] suggest is that when a change of context is important enough to disrupt the habitual process that leads to the performance of a given behaviour, it seems that the key dimension in explaining the receptivity towards a specific measure lies in the perceived extent of effort required. When the extent of effort is not too high, the measure tends to induce car-drivers to try out public transport. Reversely, a high value regarding the effort required to change one’s habit of driving seems to constitute a strong barrier to the adoption of a new behaviour (more than the average measure of habit strength). This seems intuitively sound since one could easily agree that a context change would not impact the general ability to change (i.e., without too much of an effort) as much as it does impact two other constitutive dimensions of the SHRI: low awareness and efficiency. These two latter elements are obviously more context-dependent than the former. This echoes some recent findings on travel habit formation and decay where it shown that “weakened habits alone cannot predict or explain who changed their behaviour after the relocation” [53] (p. 1100).

It follows that, for it to be successful, an intervention must be effective in surmounting the perceived extent of effort required (for changing a habit). This issue of contrasting abilities to change habits was already acknowledged in [54] (p. 108) where he mentions the “varying degrees of ease with which different habits are formed by different persons, as well as the varying degrees of reluctance with which different habits are given up”.

3.2. Car-Use Habits and the Importance of Associated Practices

Grounding the reflection on the aforementioned idea of continuity, the perceived extent of effort required to change a car-use habit may be explained by this habit having become an integrant part of someone’s life (i.e., in that it sustains a myriad of related practices). This was also underlined by Veblen who associated the difficulty of changing a habit with that habit being “intimately bound up with life history” [54] (p. 108).

The existence of a car-based complex of related practices makes it necessary to take into account not only the main habits associated within “trip-chaining” (e.g., taking the children to schools, grocery
shopping, etc. (see [55])) but also seemingly less important synchronic habits (i.e., associated actions performed while driving). Taken together these synchronic habits—such as listening to the morning news while being stuck in peak traffic—may play a significant role in shaping people’s convictions and behaviours. In doing so, they reinforce the strength of the central habit to which they are connected and contribute to lower the perception that the given habit can be changed without too much of an effort. This barrier may thus well be a strong explanatory factor of the differentiated degree of success of the joint provision of a welcome pack and free tickets for public transport that has been tested in the study described in Section 3.1.

Elaborating on this set of insights, it is essential to go further into assessing the empirical interest of the VEE perspective for dealing with the issue of transport. In contrast with the study performed in [13] which uses a broadly used construct (i.e., the SRHI) in a previously tested setting (i.e., giving free tickets to recent movers), this requires conceiving the whole survey for it to provide answers to the hypotheses that ensue from adopting a VEE perspective. In other words, this means designing the study based on a radically distinct theoretical posture right from the start.

This is the rationale of the second study that is discussed in the present paper and which has been thoroughly described in [12]. It is based on a survey which took place in Lyon (France) in 2010. It consisted of a two-stage enquiry whereby qualitative data (collected with voice recorders followed by in-depth interviews of 15 car drivers) were used to inform the design and content of a subsequent questionnaire submitted to 124 car drivers living in an area with good access to efficient public transport alternatives to the car.

Grounding the design of a survey on a VEE perspective requires framing it in accordance with the distinct vision of the interplay of habits and rationality (see Section 2). It follows from this imperative that a crucial pitfall to avoid is trapping the respondents into a decision theory framework by asking questions that put them in the position of decision-makers having to explain their choices. This would indeed be somewhat inconsistent with the VEE perspective.

More specifically, this also means measuring the strength of habits in another manner than that of the SRHI since habit strength cannot be entirely reduced to the extent of automaticity (although it surely is an essential feature). As explained in [12], one way to proceed is to start from the definition of a habit provided in [3], one of the most important scholars working on Veblen within evolutionary economics. In line with the argument developed above, the author defines a habit as “a propensity to behave [i.e., to implement specific patterns of action and/or thought] in a particular way in a particular class of situations” [3] (p. 4).

Taking this definition as a starting point together with the aforementioned result regarding the “once and for all” type of habit for car drivers, it follows that one additional dimension to assess is thus the scope of the habit. The scope of a given habit refers to the breadth of the spectrum of actions for which this specific pattern is activated. As explained in [12], it is to be contrasted from the intensity of a habit (i.e., the number of times of specific pattern is activated). Taking commuting trips as an illustration, the intensity of a car-use habit is the percentage of those trips that are performed with a car whereas the scope refers to the variety of situations (e.g., leisure trips, grocery shopping, visits, etc.) for which the car is also used.

A first important result from the survey that is valid for the whole sample is that the way people assess the time and costs of their most frequent journeys shows that their transportation behaviour does not derive from a well-informed rational economic trade-off between car use and use of public transport services. This confirms that there is more to transportation behaviour than utilitarian calculation (see also [56] (p. 2485)).

Although not really surprising, this result is nonetheless crucial for our perspective as it legitimates the search for other factors to explain the apparent inertia. Accordingly, the sample was divided into two groups based on the participants’ degree of use of the car. This allows to distinguish between “almost car only” car drivers and “sometimes I use public transport” car drivers. Based on the assumption that both samples experience similar classes of situations, it means that the habits of the
“sometimes I use public transport” car drivers could be interpreted in two (non-mutually exclusive) ways: either they use their personal cars and public transport alternately for particular types of trips (e.g., commuting) and/or they always use public transport for certain types of trips. Recalling Hodgson’s definition, the differences in the strength of car-use habit between the two groups is due either to a difference of intensity and/or of scope. In our setting, “almost car only” drivers are, whatever the case, considered to have stronger car-use habits.

Elaborating on this distinction, the survey performed in [12] did generate some useful insights regarding the dynamics at play. In line with the above discussion on the importance of effort and its relation to the degree of connection with other habits, a first hypothesis that was analysed was to see whether the two groups would differ regarding synchronic habits (i.e., associated actions performed while driving). To this end, the participants were submitted a list of 13 associated behaviour for which they had to report their frequency of performance. The list originates from the exploratory stage of the survey (see [12] for more details regarding these elements). What the comparison between the two groups shows is that besides a higher (albeit not statistically significant) number of synchronic habits being performed by individuals in the “almost car only” group, there is a significant qualitative difference in the type of habits performed. More specifically, participants in the “almost car only” group tend to display more frequently synchronic habits that require more cognitive skills and dexterity (such as “phoning”, “texting”, etc.) as compared to associated behaviours such as “listening to music” or “enjoying the landscape” that are more frequent within the other group. If one subscribes to the idea that synchronic habits may well have an influence, this influence is thus likely to be somewhat different in both groups as the type of associated behaviours is distinct.

In close connection with this (although this connection was not totally anticipated), a central and seemingly puzzling result of the survey is that car-drivers with time-constrained schedules tend to display stronger car-use habits, while having stronger car-use habits also appears to increase the likelihood of car journeys being perceived as “pleasant”. At first glance, it could be judged counterintuitive that the same individuals who report to be highly constrained in adopting the car as their main mode of transportation are also those who claim to find journeys travelled in cars to be “pleasant”. However, building on prior knowledge regarding the role of habits as a factor enhancing both comfort and security [57], stronger habits can be regarded as providing both a way of handling time pressure and a mechanism to reduce the stress linked to driving. There is thus a sort of feedback process strengthening the importance of the strong car-use habits in the “almost car only” group. As our survey suggests, one way this process works is that strong habits allow cognitive resources to be devoted to the performance of a different type of synchronic habits (some of them requiring a form of dexterity) which contribute to make car journeys more pleasant. Travel experience is being shaped by those associated behaviours that render it more positive (at least in perception) thereby reinforcing the car-use habit. Finally, this strong relationship with other practices can turn out to be a major obstacle to change as they probably contribute to making individuals feel they have no choice or, more likely, that it would be very effortful for them to do otherwise (hence the importance of that dimension which has also been highlighted in [13]).

Drawing on the recursive perspective on causation between individual agency and structure which characterises the VEE framework, the above result may be interpreted as institutionally-constrained individuals (e.g., because of time pressure at work) exerting a certain degree of agency through taking advantage of a situation they feel they do not have much grip on. I have to take my car to work so I might as well make the best out of it. As illustrated, resorting to strong habits is the key mechanism to this respect. Habits are thus a key to the exercise of agency. As acknowledged in [57], habituation thus constitutes the mechanism through which “active” agents adjust their cognitive perceptions, matters of appreciation and normative judgements in coherent structures. The strength of these coherent structures may explain a puzzling result from the study performed by [53] where it is shown that an extant transport habit does not suddenly disappear (but rather gradually decay) even in the case of a change of mode. This takes us back to a central feature of the VEE perspective which distinguishes
the genotype (i.e., the underlying structure) from its phenotypic manifestation (i.e., the habitual action per se).

4. Discussion

As thoroughly discussed throughout the present paper, having a better understanding of habits and their underlying mechanisms and structure is crucial for students of transportation behaviours. Although efficient in managing limited cognitive resources, habits can indeed become a strong factor of inertia which is thus essential to consider.

More particularly, the evidence discussed in this paper, provides a fresh entry point into what is usually termed “car dependence” in the literature (see [58] for a good introduction). Interestingly, in a recent analysis on car-dependent practices, Mattioli et al. [59] argue that “it is necessary to further develop a meso-level understanding of car dependence”. Traditional accounts of car dependence have indeed mainly looked for explanations in either the attributes of individuals (micro) or the attributes of society (macro) whereas an intermediate level of analysis (i.e., a middle ground between agency and structure) could well shed a fresh light on this issue. The interest of the meso-level of analysis would be to account for both the structural constraints that are external to the individuals and the role of human action in sustaining the existence of structures that contribute to car dependence.

The perspective on habits as developed in this paper is well-equipped to provide the theoretical backbone of this necessary meso-level of understanding because the VEE framework is grounded on the idea that habits and wider structures “mutually constitute and condition each other” [60] (p. 404). The meso-level of analysis is indeed a key feature of the VEE framework through its concept of cumulative causation which posits habits as always interacting with broader socio-technical systems in a circular and self-reinforcing fashion. This set of ideas are recognised to have pioneered the subsequent work of Paul David on the concept of path-dependence and lock-in phenomena (see [61]).

However, in pointing to the need for a meso-level understanding, [59] have rather turned to practice theories, and notably the work of Elisabeth Shove (e.g., [62]), to build their analysis and typology of car dependence. Other authors have recently shown the interest of practice-based insights for transportation studies ([63–66].

This quite naturally takes us to the main idea we would like to put forward in this discussion: the intellectual fertility, for transportation studies, of coupling the VEE perspective of habits with insights from practice theories. Our various theoretical and empirical research on human action have led us to develop the framework of habitual practices which seeks to do just this (for more details see [17]). Although it is clearly beyond the scope of this paper, it is interesting to note that the conceptual commonality—which makes that the coupling exercise is theoretically sound to make—precisely comes from both habits (à la Veblen) and practice (à la Shove) being clearly situated on what [67] (p. 246) call the common “blind spot” of the allegedly opposed atomistic (micro) and holistic (macro) approaches which “both dismiss the implicit, tacit or unconscious layer of knowledge”. Looking at human action through the lens of habitual practices allows us to tap into this “layer” where both sources of explanation can be accounted for. It should thus be relevant for understanding car dependence.

To grasp the interest of practice-based insights for understanding transportation behaviour, it is useful to turn to the path-breaking contribution from Andreas Reckwitz where he defines a practice as “a routinized type of behaviour which consists of several elements, interconnected to one another” [67] (p. 249 emphasis added). The richness of practice-based approaches precisely arises from the ensuing necessity to provide a characterisation of those interconnected elements that hold (bundles of) practices together.

The interest of turning to the insights from the theories of practices is that they echo many of the aspects that are discussed in the present paper. For instance, the continuity hypothesis resonates with practice-based accounts as expressed in [68] (p. 2491) where it is mentioned that in practice theory “instead of conceiving actions as isolated events, agency is seen as a flow of activities in an ongoing process”. The link with “ongoing processes and practices” also is explicitly credited in [15] (p. 2858)
in enabling a “productive dialogue” between theoretical writings on habits and policy-makers in transportation. Still in the field of transportation, Bissell [69] also proposes a fresh look at the interplay of habits and reflection that shares many aspects on which the framework of habitual practices is grounded. Finally, it is also important to mention Middleton [15] has come to a similar line of reasoning that of habitual practices in rethinking the role of habits for understanding change in transportation behaviours.

Accordingly, the rationale of this coupled approach is to provide not only a more precise characterisation of the content of habitual practices and of their material, social and symbolic context of performance (i.e., through picturing the meanings and norms attached, the devices and technologies used, the actors concerned, the resources available, the competences and understanding of users, etc.) but also a picture of how of habitual practices are formed and sustained over time (i.e., describing the processes at play in the lock-in process of habits). This last aspect is of importance for enriching the content of practices with issue of temporalities, sequencing and habituation that are crucial for understanding car use [64–66]. Beyond the need to get a richer vision of the content of practices, assessing the extent of habituality remains an important factor as some practices are more car-dependent than others [59].

As demonstrated elsewhere for the case of energy (see [17,70]), the framework of habitual practices, through its distinct ontological perspective regarding the interplay of habits and rationality, provides other types of explanatory elements for the existence of a “behavioural (and socio-technical) lock-in” of household consumption practices. This paper suggests that it could also provide useful complementary insights for understanding car dependence. The evidence discussed in previous sections indeed points to important factors explaining the strength and persistence of car-use habits (e.g., associated practices and the extent of perceived effort required for changing). As mentioned, these factors force us to better understand the “genotype” of these habits and not only their phenotypic manifestation. The framework of habitual practices is precisely equipped to “unravel the ingredients” of this underlying structure of interconnected elements which helps sustain the existence of a dependence in the everyday life of the habitual practitioners of car-use.

5. Conclusions

The objective of this paper is to argue that the role of habits should be adequately considered by transportation scientists for understanding human behaviour. This would require a broader questioning of the perspective on rationality. To this end, we show that searching for inspiration in earlier contributions from pragmatist philosophers in a genuinely Darwinian perspective (such as it has been done more than a century ago by Thorstein Veblen) could prove insightful.

In studying the issue of urban transportation, the central idea of habits being defined as a propensity has led us to devote a specific attention to the “symptoms” of habits (i.e., beyond their sole contribution to an aggregated measure of strength). Among these “symptoms”, it seems that the issue of effort plays a crucial part in explaining car-use habits as shown from the discussion of the two studies exposed in Section 3. This shows that the structure behind the phenotypic manifestation of a habit is essential to grasp for designing successful interventions aimed at changing this same habit. This means that the idea of propensity is also useful for reflecting on the long-term persistence of policy intervention. Ensuring that an intervention does result in modifying the “genotype” is indeed crucial for it to generate persistent effects. Non-structural interventions (e.g., providing incentives) run the risk of seeing the unchanged “genotype” giving rise to its previous phenotypic manifestation once the intervention is no longer effective (e.g., incentives have been removed).

Within a VEE framework, this means that the context of emergence of a habit is crucial to account for. As shown in the study from [12], associated practices feature among those elements that can contribute to shape the strength of a given habit through time (see Cass and Faulconbridge [66], who also stress the importance of associated elements to explain the difficulty of shifting mode). Further down our line of argumentation, we suggested that coupling insights from habits with aspects
from practice theories could bring a novel perspective on how to apprehend behavioural change in transportation. In line with the above argument, the rationale of the framework of habitual practices is precisely to provide a characterisation of those interconnected elements that make and shape the habitual practice, together with important aspects regarding their formation and activation processes (path followed, temporal injunctions, contextual cues, etc.). Adequately picturing both constituent elements as well as dynamic aspects is crucial for explaining the strength of habitual practices and thus car dependence.

In doing so, the framework of habitual practices could thus well be of help for policy-makers in reflecting on the design of efficient and innovative interventions for the transition towards more sustainable transportation behaviours (see also the policy implications mentioned in [59,63,64,66]. However, although very promising, adopting a theoretical positioning such as the one discussed throughout this paper also entails a great deal of further (empirical) work. As underlined in [71] (p. 1427), if the problem is redefined, “other sort of data, and of enquiry, will be required”. It is likely that this will necessitate modifying some habitual practices as to how transportation behaviour is to be apprehended. Let us hope that the perceived extent of effort required is not too high.
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